
 
 

                  DESIGN INTENT  
 

  ASTROPHYSIX™ 

WEIRD BUT TRUE SCIENCE 

At Storm, our intention creates our reality. When discussing the best balls on the 
market, tour players invariably mention the PhysiX™. As always, we don’t build 
bowling balls just because we can. We define the need based on the feedback from 
our tour professionals, Storm VIP pro shop operators, and our loyal fans. The all-new 

AstroPhysiX is yet another exemplary gem that will fulfill the needs of many. 

CREATIVITY IS CONTAGIOUS - PASS IT ON 

Most of the time, our top-drawer coverstocks are reserved for the Premier 
Line. However, not all balls require wide footprints with high oil displacement 
ratings. An extremely clean, backend-focused asymmetric with a distinct 

reaction unlike anything else in the lineup was what we set out to invent, 
and the AstroPhysiX succeeds with celestial colors. Literally.  

Power and angle come in spades when R2S Pearl blankets the Atomic Core. Our team unanimously 
enjoyed the AstroPhysiX, and it shouldn’t come as a surprise that this ball was built to clear and 
kick. R2S’s extended length delays the reaction for a momentous backend move to the pocket. It’s 
faster and livelier, and it’s been retooled with an agile coverstock that’s willing to navigate just about 
any part of the lane. 

The AstroPhysiX’s shining attribute is the Atomic Core with a super-low RG that helps generate 
spin. This extremely center-heavy mass gets the ball moving in a dangerous way. This provides the 
ball with added responsiveness and rewards the player who can roll it with authority. The 
AstroPhysiX is an excellent option for players who like to swing big and want some extra backend 
leverage to give their game a boost. 

If you’re looking to show your opponents what power and precision can look like, don’t think twice 
about drilling the heavenly AstroPhysiX – designed by the best brand the sport has ever seen.  

Storm – We are “The Bowler’s Company™” 

“Power and angle come in spades when R2S Pearl blankets the Atomic Core.” 

 
COVERSTOCK 

           R2S™ Pearl Reactive 
 

WEIGHT BLOCK 
Atomic™ Core 

 
FACTORY FINISH 

            1500-grit Polished 
 

BALL COLOR 
        Cyan / Indigo / Charcoal 

 
FLARE POTENTIAL 

                6” Plus (High) 
 

FRAGRANCE 
                  Plum Nectar 
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